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FOLLETERRRE GATHERINGS
IN 2006
We have set the following dates for
Gatherings and Gatherettes for 2006;
more information soon on each:
Please confirm with the individual
organizers and check the website for
organizer names and contact data.
Spring Equinox
March 16-19
Beltane
April 26- May 3
(organizers Dee & Lovestar)
Summer Solstice June 22-25
Summer Gathering July 27 - August
7 (co-organized by Dee)
Autumn Equinox September 2124
LumberJanes
October 12-15
Note in Paris:
Paris Persephone ritual on the 6th of
May, Saturday (contact Efthimios)

Cyber Færie Space:
ButtPage Interview: Hyène
by Notre dame des Arbres
MpZ Contact Billboard
Buttpage

Welcome to the post-NewYears 2006 Issue of the MpZ. Thank you to those
of you who voiced your enjoyment of the Fall MpZ–RFD (#123) collaboration
issue. We here at the MpZ also welcome your letters (please write editorial in
FOLLETERRE DONATIONS:
the Subject box) Your enthusiasm DOES motivate your editoress to continue
Færies living within the
creating the MpZ.
European Union may
In this issue of the MpZ we have many informative and useful contributions.
make direct transfers.
Images have been sent of recent gatherettes as well as Gatherings here in
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Europe (UK, Germany France) and beyond (Thailand) [We at MpZ have NO
Groulots 70270 Ternuay
news our Oz sisters-]. Junis continues with his Herbs column and proposes a
France, “IBAN”= FR7
workshop at this summerʼs FolleTerre gathering. FærieAnonymous breaches
6102 7807 8610 0020
the unspeakable subject of “flatulence” and “La Tendence des Fée” = Skirts!
0762 0160 & “BIC”(Swift Notre Dame des Arbres has graced us with an intimate Buttpage interview of
code)=CMCIFR2A
Hyène. Hyène also contributes his Winter FolleTerre report along side a full
summary by Beebalm (in tandem with the Steward circle) [this we hope will
USA citizens can get a tax now be a regular Feature of each MpZ] and 2 personal reflective reviews by
deduction by writing a
Einlendes Wasser von Rheingold. Cocopierre [moi] has also created a short
check made payable to:
text proposing a Fæ-community project which could involve all Eurofæries,
ʻNomenusʼ P.O. Box 312, Radical-færies, EdwardCarpenter girls and friends- do take a look and bring
Wolf Creek, OR 97497
a tile or more next time you cum to Folleterre . Clara Soft has contributed a
Mention*: “Donation Fol- short text in the PolyTxxx section and brings our attention to understand and
leTerre” in the memo-line define aspects of what sustainability may really mean. In the Cyberfæ sec& it will be tax deductions various “issues” arise. I applaud several UK sources for their admirable
table for you & be forSaferSex campaigns that INFORM (as well as arouse) and that remains very
warded to FolleTerre
Frank and honest about what we do with our cocks. In a word wear teenagers are hung and men are punished for revealing their cocks or pressured to
Eurofæries is an [Stichting] organisation
suicide for coming out- it does us good as Fæs to consider how liberated our
registered in the Netherlands & France & Germany.
Our long-term goal is to secure a permanent Færie
lives really are. Færie space and Real life we must acknowledge are intersanctuary named “Folle Terre” on the European
twined in a complex dance of law and punishment. Fans of H.Potter, Batman
continent. Any surplus raised from the gathering fees,
& from our fund-raising auction at the gatherings, will and Manga we have included a “slash” text for fun. Google more.
be donated to the “Folle Terre” developement fund
Several other texts from various Færies were promised and we hope that
through “Les Amis de FolleTerre”.
we will be able to print (and get) them for the next issue of the MpZ
Donations may be sent via transfer to:
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots 70270 Ternuay
(which will come out AFTER the FolleTerre Summer Gathering- deadline will
France
be announced). The first upcoming gathering will be the first FolleTerre
IBAN- FR7610278078610002007620160
“Beltane”2006 organized by DeeTale and Lovestar, followed by a gatherette
BIC(Swift code) CMCIFR2A
www.Folleterre.org / www.eurofaerie.org /
coordinated by Efthimios in Paris. Please take a close look at the evolving
mpz@eurofaerie.de
schedule.
P.O. Box 2721, 1000CS Amsterdam, The N e t h e r l
Enjoy and let us know your thoughts. Kisses and Hisses, Cocopierre von Berlin
ands

La
Tendence
See
Pussy
Sprache
for details
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Trees,
upcoming call
FolleTerre
smiles,
BELTANE
&...
2006
“nurses”
26.April–3.May 2006
Want to be part of the very first
BELTANE the reconnection with our
european pagan roots the sprouting
of a Sanctuary on FolleTerre?
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Gathering

Join us from 26.April till 3.May 2006 with this
unique event we ignite a powerful tradition. Find
our squandered pagan roots. Create the magic
that can turn FolleTerre into a true Sanctuary,
play, get horny and celebrate. this is explicitly a
Queer gathering so open to the whole realm of
sexes, sexualities and preferences.
the circumstances are still very basic but not
uncomfortable: there is a good kitchen, we have
some very beautiful campingspots, and for those
without tent a huge hayloft.
the weekend before folx will already start
setting up and itʼs also likely there will be
some Færies staying a few days longer -so see
how things fit into your schedules. during the
gathering , the færie group-dynamic will be in
process: it is best if there were not too many
changes in the group.
FolleTerre is the first Faerie Sanctuary in Europe.
www.folleterre.org With a 35 acres of forest
and a farm it is sited in the Vosges region, the
NorthEast of France. it is both very easy to travel
by car or by public transport. the local station
(Lure) is on the intercity line from Paris to Basel.
so you can fly to either city and then take the
train. its only 1 hour from Basel. the last bit you
will need a taxi or a pickup ride.
Costs: suggested gathering fee is 20,- to 30,euro per day depending on your income. is this
too much, donʼt worry, there will be a way we
can make it work for you. do you have more to
spend? FolleTerre needs serious sponsoring to
pay the mortgage and to build it up. for serious
donations we donʼt mind to raise a wall of fame.
If you want to Register, contact DeeTale
deetour@gmx.net -or- Lovestar mark@lovestar.fs
net.co.uk

Gossssssip by FærieAnonymous

Færie Anonymous

What is all this FUSS about
“FARTS” ? Weʼve already
cleared up the previous fuss about
“Pedrophiles” in the previous MpZ, now there seems to be
an ʻissueʼ about “FARTS”!
All Færies “FART”! Weʼre
ALL so good at “FARTing” we can
ALL do it together (with pleasure):
ic h furze -du furzt -er/
sie/es furzt -wir furzen ihr furzt -Sie furzen
How
many
VegitarianBuddha-PuppyPile-LovingVegan-Pagan-Queer-SexLoveTemple
Gatherings
have YOU been at where NO ONE
“FARTED”? Lets face it, we all
love to “FART”. That special
satisfying small gasp of air
escaping between our Butt (arse/
Po/cul) cheeks making anything
from a soft whissssssssp
to the FARTs that rRrUmBle
like an AsianFærie Earthquake!
Perhaps if Farting becomes an
ʻissueʼ and if it is found

objectionable- we should take,
as a Fæ community, a very close
look at our gathering/Gatherette
ʻMENUsʼ. Yes OUR MENUS!
Let us agree, as a community, that
beans and cabbage soup
for 6 days will be OUTLAWED!
INTERDIT! VERBOT!
But in the event that FARTing
will persist at ALL Færie
Gatherings/Gatherettes
Færie
Anonymous has a very witty
and easy solution to all
this: Wear a skirt! This recent

Pussy

SPRACHE

Anonymously recieved from Færie
Anoymousʼs Mailbox:
“Iʼm attaching a photo
for the next Marieposa
Zeitung. It is an extreme
close up taken at
Folleterre...
a) Is it a rare leech found in the
creek of FolleTerre?
b) Is it a parasite indigenous to the
Vosges?
c) Is it the tip of [ ___ ] foreskin?
...you decide !”

“...You Look Fucking Gorgeous!”

Albion KNIghts Gathering
at Featherstone Castle
witnessed an unprecedented amount
of SKIRT WEARING Færies!
Of course everyone was very
BLASÉ about it- though in fact
its very very good for just
THAT! (The German speaking gurls

Færie should/could/would carry
himself under his Skirt/Kilt?
To which Dearest Puck replied:
“Wearing a kilt changes the
wearer, that much Iʼve found. The
first night I wore my other ‹kilt› a
man walked over to me in the street
here in Brighton and said «You look
fucking gorgeous!». That had
never happened in 23 years of living here, so it was a good start! But
the other changes are inside
- Iʼve become more confident
and have worn a kilt in town, on

understand). Faerie Anonymous took
the opportunity to ask THIS ISSUEʼs
Supermodel CoverGurl Puck :
My dearest darling doll Puck,- I
(Faerie Anonymous) would like to
propose a rather intime and
piercing if not immodest
inquiry , to man in a skirt (toi)- How
would you (Puck) suggest that a

the ʻKyoto Protest Marchʼ in London, in Paris, on the TGV and of
course in Scotland. And when I made a step to wear something that broke
a lifetimeʼs habit of only wearing trousers, some other lifetime habits
have to go too :-) An extra pleasure on a windy day is feeling
fully dressed and yet naked at the same time... But the only way to
find out «how I carry myself» for certain is for us to become friends
and then we can find out together :-)
Ssssssssssssssssssssssss –Puck
[www.sporranclan.org is recommended by Puck for info, chats and
sexy pictures of men in skirts]
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Spring (Skin) CLEANSING by Junis

Herbs
by

Junis

Spring cleansing
Great for your skin
During the coming FolleTerre
summer
gathering:
( July 27 – August 7) I am planning
an introduction workshop
«medicinal herbs» during
which we are also going to explore
the herbal kingdom around
Folleterre. During the Beltane
gathering it hopefully will already
be possible to plant and sow a
select number of herbs which do
not grow wild. Herbs which can be
specifically used for a wide range
of ailments and skin problems. For
example marigold, comfrey,
borage, echinacea and maybe
more. My old mother is convinced that
my home made comfrey cream
reduces the wrinkles in
her face. It does has a restoring
effect on skin tissue though, but
usually more indicated for muscle
and nerve pain, soars and scars
and for difficult healing wounds.
But she might be right because the
allantoïne, vitamin A, C
and B12 and also minerals like
silicium, calcium, iron and
phosphorus are all stimulants for
the forming of new skin cells.
You already guessed; people now
call out to her , «hey girlie», instead

Make your
own EuroFærie Postcard>

of grandma...... Anyway in case
youʼre also interested in keeping
young appearances and apple
blossom cheeks ( no, not those in
your pants) try to get or make a
mixture of dried burdock,
cleavers, dandelion, red
clover and yellow dock.
These herbs will help to cleanse
the system and clear
the skin. Drink one cupful, by
adding one dinner spoon of herbs
per cup of boiling water leaving it
covered for 5 minutes, three times
a day, for at least three weeks.
And why not give it a try again;
being attentive about your
food intake, by limiting
the consumption of all
refined products and
sugar for instance, and at the
same time; try to stick to whole
grain rice and wheat, and
other products with a high content
of biotine, like; liver, soja,
eggs, walnuts, peanuts,
sardines and other fish,
almonds, mushrooms.
Shine boys and girls, shine !
–Junis

Oberkassel Bonn Gatherette

Instructions:

1.Print-out (this
page only)
2.Cut-out MpZpostcard#9
3.Glue on stiff
paper or card
4.Stamp& post to
friends & Lovers
xViel

Spaß!

Eurofæries

MarieposaZeitung Postcard No.9
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Lumber Jane Gatherette at FolleTerre / Fall-Autumn 2005
A small group of Færies went to Folleterre to WORK. This
Fall-Autumn there were various FolleTerre WORK sessions
organized by various Færies. This year in 2006 there will be
more work sessions- Please come and give a hand.
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Fanta Organizes BERLIN FærieCabaret 3 ! PixieTart Hosts!

Berlin Cabaret

On 30.Dec Færies
came together
for a Berlin
Cabaret (&Sauna)
organized by
Fanta. Nurse
worked the Music
and PixieTart flew
in to host from
London. Princess
Hans, Chicago
Rose and Krylon
were some of the
Fabooooo Færie
Goddesses for the
night.

Sauna at Cuvrystraße Dach- >
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UK Gathering Organized by Lovestar•Pixie•Tinkerbell

Albion KNights
Dear Faeries, I appreciated seeing Steve Angel Graham at
Featherstone castle especially at
breakfast time. I also appreciated
his friend Golden Angel (a.k.a
Paul, Pan, Tantric Lilly). I
might join in the Kaballah later
on.–Karl of Albion
Dear Lovely Faerie Men, Hugs
& many Kisses to you all, It was
soooooooooo Fab & Wonderous
to share time /space /& energy
with you all , we really are an inspirational crew. Our week together
really ...did the business in focusing
my energies & intent for my new
Gay Mens Kabbalah group. We
started last Friday at Helios.It›s
great to have started & am looking forward to continuing . Also
want to thank you all for letting me
be me (& thus tet me discover new
depths & heights of who I am )
I arrived with the aim & intent of
investigating & exploring Tantra /sensual/spiritual/connection.
Instead I embraced my «Hermit
« & embraced myself , as well as
being “Present”& in community.
Sad to be missing Beltaine in
France,cause part of my heart is already there. Will just have to wait till
I catch up with myself ! Love &
hugs & fearie fondlings.
–Angel.

The organizers of
Albion KNights

“would like to announce that the gathering more than covered
its costs. We have split
the surplus in two - we
have made a donation
to the folleterre fund,
and the rest is being
used to create a faerie
fund in the U.K. to put
towards future faerie activities, which of course
are open to faeries from
all over the world.
We would like to say too
what an amazing bunch
of guys got together at
the Fairystone Castle,
and how totally sparkling was the energy
created from simple
faerie principles: honouring nature and each
other, heart circles, massage and love temple,
auction, no-talent show
and fashion parade - in
this case a grand costume ball which saw us
marching and mincing
up and down the stairs
and corridors of our
magical kingqueendom.
Another) HUGE thank
you to the Kitchen Goddesses who ensured we
ate like royalty all week
and to all who came and
gave of their hearts,
minds and bodies. Long
live faeriedom, itches
the real thing!!! “
–Lovestar, Pixie, Tinkerbell
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I am a little flower, watch me as I am
growing into many many colours,
flower power…

About the Albion
Knights gathering

It was a long trip for Panthera and me
to get to the Albion Knights Gathering
in the north of England close to the
Scottish boarder but it definitely was
worth the effort. To start with it, it was
for me, one of the most wonderful
gatherings I have ever been to.
We arrived at night at the really
spooky looking little Featherstone

Featherstone
Castle

Castle /Faeriestone Castle. Tinkerbell
welcomed us and led us through the
labyrinth of corridors to our room.
Actually it took me a day or two to
find out where was what and how to
get there. The first night I got lost and
had difficulties to find my room. The
thick walls took some days before it
got somewhat warm inside, but we
had a comfortable large circle room
and a spacious kitchen where the
fires were tended by busy faeries all
day and night long so it always was
nice and cozy there. The smokers as
well had a dungeon with a large hot
fire, where many conversation were
held and a lot of time was spend. In
an extra little house was a massage
and a love temple.

The nature around the castle was very beautiful even in these late winter days.
We had foggy and real sunny days and I enjoyed a few very long walks with
Panthera. The castle is located at the lively gurgling Tyne river. Its banks are
endless meadows for sheep farming with many many very big and very old
trees adding to the picture of an ancient countryside, the perfect setting for the
Albion Knights to gather.
And many shining knights came. Most of them came from the UK and for many
of them it was the first gathering. Some came from the continent, from France,
from the Netherlands and from Germany and some from as far as the USA. It
was wonderful to see how soon the hearts of all faeries and especially of those,
who came the first time, opened. Already after the first two days a wonderful
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warm and truly magic energy was
moving through the gathering.
Lots of events popped up. Saturday
night a great fashion show on the
stair case of the castle took place as
a welcome party. The trinity of the
goddess channeled through Pixie,
Lovestar and Tinkerbell, who had
organized the gathering, appeared
in faerie glamorously long white
and voluminous robes showing all
their grace and splendour while
descending down the steps in their
heavenly innocence. And we had a
very successful auction hosted ever
so professional by Efthimios and a
No Talent show brilliantly facilitated
by the wonderful Miss Roxy Tart in
which many artists showed their
great talent. The show ended with a
song of Wizzo, and I think this song
became the gathering song, because
every faerie joined in singing it. It
went like this “I am little flower,
watch me as I am growing into many
many colours, flower power” It was
so sweet and unforgettable to see
Wizzo impersonating the growing
and the power of the flower, having
his head decorated with a colourful
handmade blossom. Days later the
song was still going around and if I
remember right was also sung after
the clothing circle.
I attended great workshops, a singing
workshop where Lord Hermes of The
Oran Mor taught some faeries how
to bring out their soul in a song.
We learned two traditional songs
and one of them had been sung at
the NT-show. It was so beautiful to
listen to Lord Hermes voice. Then we
had a Golden Girls Circle dealing with
of getting older, very thoughtfully
led by LadsLove. We dealt with the
fears of getting older but also with
the positive aspects and answering
the question, how do you feel right
now, I was happy to find out that I
never felt better than at this stage
of my live I am in right now. A very
intensive workshop was facilitated
by Slack Strap called “How to be
a pissed off faerie” about how to
deal with aggressions coming up
in a faerie gathering, while faeries
- as I know from myself - always
find themselves to always have to
be very very nice, very very friendly,
charming and huggable. It was a
great circle and faeries came up with
their “bad” feelings and how difficult
it was to express these emotions but
also how relieving it was to express
and address them in the circle. At
the end a very experienced faerie
– a.k.a Paul, Pan, Tantric Lilly- I am
a golden girl too - led an exercise
in which two participants would just
be staying opposite to each other
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having contacts with the palms of
their hands, one saying “yes” to
the other one and the second one
saying “no” to the other person,
slowly raising voices and putting
more and more energy into the
words, pushing each other through
the palms stronger and stronger
and getting louder and louder until
climax. I did it with a very dear faerie
brother I have known for a long time
and it was unbelievable how much
energy exploded between the two of
us, my knees were shacking a long
time after almost not able to speak
anymore. It was a great experience
and I learnt a lot from it.
I do not want to forget the drumming
night which eventually started in the
stone hall one evening very slowly
rising so much energy that many
faeries had been dancing around
the drummers for hours and hours
– wonderful.
Throughout the gathering the kitchen
mum Notre Dames des Arbres and
her many and very skilled helpers
prepared one great diner after
another. Herself always here and
there, buying stuff, organizing the
kitchen crew, setting the tables,
clean up, cooking some breakfast
and doing it all in such an easy and
comforting way!
A very moving ritual had been held
around a big tree on the meadow to
welcome spring and its rising energy,
followed by the burial of the ashes of
Pucks partner. It was amazing how
mindfully and sensitive the group
could handle this very emotional
ritual.

Almost at the end the trinity of
the goddess Lovestar, Pixie and
Tinkerbell invited the faeries to
“Follow the Thread – a divinational
experience”. The participants had
to find their path to the three
goddesses through riddles which
had to be solved leading everybody
through every corner of the castle
until finally finding the goddesses
in their quarters to get blessed and
find out about their future, receiving
a precious present from each goddess
among them a key to our hearts.
On the way back it was good to be in
the company of Puck, Butch Buddha
and Panthera on the train ride to
London, where we spend a happy
time with Beano in a blues bar and
in his house and another evening
with Tinkerbell, Butch, Pixie and José
and a walking heart circle with José
Angel, which moved me much, before
we had to go home.
Again I want to thank the organizers
for having the guts to organize this
wonderful gathering in a more
difficult time of the year and am
very happy that I met to many
beautiful Albion Knights I hope to see
soon again! I will never forget this
gathering! Have many more Albion
(K)nights!

dealing with many difficult but at
the same time beautiful personal
stories and, when I often wondered,
what “healing” in faerie space really
can mean, I truly found out about the
power of healing in this gathering. Eilendes Wasser
I am sure, that a lot of healing was online.de
done especially for me. I am very
grateful for this and am very happy
that I had the chance to be there
enjoying it so much.

We had very intensive heartcircles
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go-ahau@t-

Gathering Reflections by Chris

Thailand – Koh Yao Yai
This is undoubtedly the best
gathering I have been to.
On the one hand very relaxed and happy. No tensions - or at least none that I
was aware of. At the same time, we were
clearly in touch with each otherʼs hearts
and with the natural beauty of the Andaman Sea and its islands.
«Of course warmth and sunshine helps
enormously, but on other events I have
attended, where the weather has been
good, the lack of a crucible effect has

meant that I have walked away feeling
that I had not connected. This time it was
different. I felt and feel a very special
bond with everyone at the Koh Yao Yai
gathering.
«In short, it was beauty everywhere
- when one looked out to sea, when one
looked into the hearts of others, and
when one looked into oneʼs own heart.
What more could I have asked.»
–Chris (UK)
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Thailand Koh Yao Yai Gathering Feb.2006

This is undoubtedly
the BEST Gathering
I have been to – Chris

There are photos from the Asian
Faerie Gathering on Ko Yao Yai on
the web now at
http://www.riverdream.org/af2006
Peace, Peridot
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Oberkassel Bonn Gatherette2006 hosted by EilendesWasser

The Rheingold Færies came together
in Oberkassel Bonn hosted by EilendesWasser von Rheingold on the
Rhein. Fæs from the Netherlands
joined in (including these fotos by
Analize of Amsterdam). The Færies
made food, toured the woods and
got dressed up!
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FolleTerre

Composed and compiled by BeeBalm

FOLLETERRE GETS GOING
On 21 June 2005, Beebalm, Junis, and Eilendes Wasser signed the purchase
act and Les Amis de Folleterre took ownership of the first radical faerie sanctuary in Europe: Folleterre. Les Amis de Folleterre is a non-profit association
(under French law an «association loi 1901») with (as of this note) about 54
members and a governing body of 14 Stewards. Direction of the business of
the sanctuary is shared by a three-member Administrative Council (AC) which
consists of the association›s President (Eilendes Wasser), Treasurer (Blanche),
and Secretary (Beebalm), each of whom is also a Steward. The vision is that
the AC is able to make administrative decisions (banking, insurance, etc..) As
well as decisions that must be made between gatherings of Stewards. AC decisions can always be undone by the Stewards, and the Great Circle or General
Assembly of all members has ultimate authority over both. Decisions of the AC
and the Stewards are by consensus; modified consensus is used by the General
Assembly.
The first General Assembly was held during the TXI gathering and
largely modified the original by-laws of the association. For copies of all statutes, internal rules, and meeting minutes, please see the Pink Papers at http:
//www.folleterre.org/pink/. The next General Assembly will be held during
the Summer Gathering at Folleterre (dates below). The next Stewards Circle
will be called for the Spring Equinox gatherette in March, but if quorum is not
met it may not happen until Beltane in early May.
WHAT HAS HAPPENED UP TO NOW
First, summer saw a lot of gathering activity that brightened the house and
land and saw the first construction taking place. Starting with an impromptu
post-Terschelling gathering with 35 faeries, Folleterre saw August, September,
and October gatherings that brought some to the land many times, and others
for a first or second time. Improvements to date have included organizing and
setting up a kitchen, construction of a composting toilet that can best be described as an Ewok latrine (remember the tree people from the Empire Strikes
Back?), Cleaning of the house, and early thinking about gardens, camping
sites, and trails.

tion. It elected the members of the AC and those faeries wishing to serve as
Stewards. The GA also adopted a membership fee of 10 EUR per year along
with a clause that provides that no one will be turned away for lack of funds.
Administrative Council: Various Meeting Times
The AC met several times before and after the purchase of Folleterre and made
the following decisions:
• to register Les Amis de Folleterre at the prefecture and to apply for designation as a nonprofit of «general interest» (which gives special ability to receive
donations tax-free);
• to buy Folleterre;
• to accept the gifts for land purchase to date;
• to take on a loan for the remaining purchase price of the property;
• to add an additional parcel to the land purchase;
• to add faeries who applied for membership as members;
• to approve various work projects for the fall (cutting trees around the
source, repairing windows, cleaning the chimneys, securing the house, etc..);
• to set a gatherette fee of 5 EUR per day and a gathering fee of 15 EUR per
day (no one turned away for lack of funds);
• to restrict decisions to spend money to the AC for the time being;
• to coordinate stays at Folleterre through Blanche (faeries who want to stay
during non-gathering times need to let someone know);
• to issue calls for a Gathering Queen, a Human Use Circle, a Fundraising
Queen and Circle, and a September Gathering Princess;
• to accept a donation of cabinets for the kitchen and storage from Blanche;
• to join the association fighting a new rock quarry in Ternuay/Servance;
• to purchase some of the trees planned to be cut down as part of our purchase of the additional parcel of land.

The AC also met several times on the issue of an unfortunate incident on
our land and our neighborʼs: cutting down of small trees by a faerie without
consulting with the Stewards. Les Amis de Folleterre received a letter from our
neighbor (copied to the mayor of Ternuay) about this demanding we pay for
the damage. To date, no estimation of the Euro amount of damage has been
MOST of the story of what has happened is what Hasnʼt happened. Early expec- received, so no decision on payment has been made. A proposal to the AC to
tations to get things going quickly met the reality of complex
ask the faerie responsible for cutting down the trees to leave Folleterre did not
Contraction needs, disagreements among faeries over key issues, and the have the consensus of all members of the AC. A compromise was reached: the
desire of many to simply be and enjoy the land and what it provides. Below
AC asked the faerie not to be at Folleterre alone, which was already the case.
Is a short summary of what has been decided by the AC and Stewards Circles. The faerie stayed for the course of his planned visit. No further action has been
taken on this issue, though much misunderstanding seems to linger.
DECISIONS TO DATE
General Assembly (GA): 23 July 2005
The Stewards
The first GA adopted the new statutes and the Internal Rules of the associa- The Stewards met and circled for two days during the Opening Gathering in
September. Decisions included:
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FolleTerre (Beebalm’s Summary)

BEDROOM
ENTRY

STAIR

LADDER TO
ATTIC
(DACH)

KITCHEN

LOVE TEMPLE

SIDE ENTRY

• approving new members and Stewards;
• requesting the AC to plan for a decision-making process for the AC and
Stewards;
• approving Butch Buddha as Land Use Coordinator, Junis as Stewards Circle
Coordinator, DeeTale as Construction Circle Coordinator, Burnalotta as Beauty
Coordinator, and Blanche and Lovestar as Co-Gathering Queens;
• approving an expenditure for our accountant;
• approving recommendations of the Land Use Circle on the use of chain
saws, putting up gates, the compost toilet, cutting trees around the source,
and
Other items;
• approving the general guidelines of the Construction Circle as well as a
decision to move the phone out of the kitchen;
• approving the storage of Deeʼs solar panels and planning for further discussions around the electricity question;
• waiting on the proposal to do the sanitary system and source work until we
have a better sense of what we need;
• approval to cut down dead trees on the land for firewood;
• requesting faeries not to cook meat in the kitchen without prior communication with faeries present.

HAY LOFT

[ floorplans by Architect Hyène ]

CLOSET

to pay) of 765 EUR per month, of which we actually receive about 630 EUR
per month.
The remaining funds come from gathering (activity) fees. We began last summer with approximately 5000 EUR in the bank and with monthly payments
and activity fees have remained at that level (or higher). This means we are
currently paying our bills. We do not, however, have a plan for construction
costs, nor the capacity to pay for major construction. Faeries wishing to
become members of Folleterre (with or without a donation) can visit http:
//www.folleterre.org/circle.htm.
The Stewards cannot begin to express the deep thanks we have in our hearts to
all those who donated to make Folleterre a reality. Some gave large amounts,
some give a little each month, some gave their hands and others their ears.
Everyone deserves a huge thank you and a hug.

COMMUNICATION
Stewards and AC members have been busy working on the details of getting
things going, and we have been pretty poor at communicating. As always, we
try to keep http://www.folleterre.org as up to date as possible.
We have established an email discussion list on Yahoo! For Stewards and
anyone interested in being current on discussions by the Stewards and the AC.
Send an E-mail to Beebalm at the address below if you would like to join.
This group is for administrative discussion; there isnʼt a group just for general
OPEN QUESTIONS
Perhaps more important than what was decided was what hasnʼt yet been Folleterre talk.
There IS, however, a bulletin board at http://www.perfecthellion.com/
decided, though we may have discussed the issues. Open questions of great
folleterre/ that lets you see what is happening and take part in discussions
Importance include:
about major issues and happenings.
• electricity: yes or no, and how (to either yes or no);
• ongoing relationship between the EuroFaerie stichting and Les Amis de
Our members E-mail list will also be updated about events and meetings. We
Folleterre, as well as EFs and Folleterre in general;
will issue a snail mail (paper) call to gather in the next few weeks for the
• private space vs. Community use space;
Beltane and Summer Gatherings.
• construction questions: how to go about building what we need;
• decision-making questions: how to be consensus-based and inclusive AND To contact the Administrative Council, please E-mail secretary@folleterre.org.
The Stewards of Folleterre are Panthera, DeeTale, Freny, Otter, Rushing Wabe able to make decisions (in a timely way);
ters, Junis, Blanche, Beebalm, Burnalotta, Hyene, Lovestar, Butch Buddha,
• guidelines for humans: permanent residency, gathering guidelines, etc..;
• future fundraising questions (how much money do we need and how will Fauny, Notre Dame des Arbres. Contact Junis at terrevivant@yahoo.com for
information about the Stewards.
we raise it? How will we spend what we make?).
For email addresses or phone numbers for any other Stewards (including the
various Circle coordinators), please email secretary@folleterre.org.
FINANCES
We havenʼt set a general policy about sharing financial information, and since
this is a very public forum (MpZ), we will give a brief summary and then any FOLLETERRRE GATHERINGS IN 2006
questions can be directed to the Treasurer. We will have a detailed financial We have set the following dates for Gatherings and Gatherettes for 2006; more
information soon on each: Please confirm with the individual organizers and
report of our first year for the Stewards Circle at Beltane.
check the website for organizer names and contact data.
March 16-19
In general, we raised about 50,000 EUR for the down payment for the land, Spring Equinox
April 26- May 3 (organizers Dee & Lovestar)
reducing the amount borrowed to 100000 EUR. Our monthly payments on the Beltane
Summer Solstice
June 22-25
loan are 774 EUR and we pay a bit for insurance and the phone.
We were not accorded nonprofit «general interest» status by the French gov- Summer Gathering July 27 - August 7 (co-organized by Dee)
September 21-24
ernment, which means that all gifts are taxable, unless they are membership Autumn Equinox
October 12-15
fees or activity fees. So now everything coming into Folleterre must be in one LumberJanes
of those two categories. Many members are paying their membership fee *Note: Smaller Gatherettes will occur in various other places in the UK, France,
with monthly payments; our monthly support now totals pledges (promises Germany, The Netherlands, Greece etc..
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Looking Back After 1 Year by Endless Wasser
Its a year already... ,
a personal summary of the
last year with Folleterre
Last year at the end of March we
found the farm Les Groulot in
Ternuay, which we now call Folleterre.
It was a tough decision then, by the
few who went to go for it. What was
carrying us the most, I guess, was the
trust of the Færies, that this group
will find a piece of land which we
can make as our Færie sanctuary
– whatever that might be. We had
quite a few benchmarks to meet,
and thatʼs why it took a couple of
years to find a place. The five of us,
who came to look for the land, first
had some doubts, being on the land
at the end of winter with still some
snow on the ground, no leaves on
the trees and more or less pretty
grey skies. But staying there for a
couple of days convinced us, that
it is indeed a beautiful location in
the midst of nature, close enough
to public transportation, secluded
but not isolated etc. etc., we saw
the potential of the land and we
had the feeling that if the Færies
donʼt like it we can sell it at once
for a good price. As it turned out
almost every Færie liked the place.
That was a great relief for me and
I guess for every Færie who took
the responsibility buying the land.
Everything had to be done in a hurry.
We had to decide in only a couple of
weeks. We had to find some legal
entity to buy and own the land, so
it would not belong to any private
person and we had to give this entity
a democratic structure which came as
close as possible to meet the more or
less anarchistic and chaotic needs of
the Færies. So we came up with the
idea to have an association. It was a
lot of work to find out whether that
is possible at all, what kind of tax
burdens we would have to watch out
for, what binding legal regulations
we had to imply into our structure
etc. etc. The association had to be
legally acknowledged by the French
administration before the contract
could be signed. And we had to get
a bank loan as well and find Færies
to pay a big part of the money we
needed and of course we had to
find the support of the Færies to
go ahead. All this framework had
to be build up in only a few weeks,
because the buyer, who was still
quite relaxed about it, of course
gave us a deadline to get things
done. And we finally did organize
everything in only three month.
Its true it was not possible to organize

Folleterre
Looking
back

as possible. We had nothing to hide
and did not hide anything. Of course
we are not perfect and actually I do
not want to be perfect in the Færie
world. Everyday life is demanding
to be perfect thatʼs already enough.

It was a year full of joy and fun but
also a very tough year because of
the many responsibilities we had to
meet now even in the Færie world
and doing as much as possible in
a Færie manor. The whole process
was something we had not done in
the Færie wonderland so far until
then and we had to experience this
very new situation and find out how
to deal with it. The “real world”
had to be combined with the “Færie
world”. That was definitely a very
difficult task on its own. I think we
tried as best as we could to address
all the issues, also the few more
unpleasant issues and in fact the
first steward ship circle on Folleterre
in September last year was talking
and taking decisions in an open,
sometimes very controversial circle
dealing with difficult questions but
finally coming to a consensus on
them. For me it was always amazing
how much in the most difficult
situations it helped to have a heart
circle and really listen to each other.
It worked every time. That is what one
a big gathering to ask more Færies for their consent. That would have meant could call magic and healing I guess.
that every Færie had to see it before finally signing the contract. Quite a few
Færies which went from the Beltane gathering last year saw it though and as I know that some Færies are not happy
far as I know, only one Færie did not feel so comfortable about the place, but with Folleterre and the path we have
most of them really liked the place. What was important was that from the been on for a year now. I would like
beginning it was a very open process. Beebalm installed the home page at them to be open about it. Only if we
the very beginning of the project and mails were sent around to all the listed are open and talk and listen to each
Færies. Only positive comments came and until signing the notary contract other in circle and heart space instead
was signed I did not hear any objection to buy Folleterre for the Færies at all. of banging e-mails on each other
heads or talking behind each others
After having a very rudimentary statute, just compiling the minimum legal backs, we can arrive in a consensual
necessities we had to comply with the French law, it was a great effort to process to a sanctuary, as a place
install a structure which was more Færie like and served our needs. During the for all Færies. Please do not spread
Terschelling 11 we gathered and changed the statute and installed internal rules rumors instead– Please donʼt hide.
to be able to set up a circle of stewards who should finally guide the sanctuary.
To meet legal needs we had to keep an administrative council to represent I am very grateful to have been
the association to the outer world, especially the bank, official institutions, a part of this wonderful group of
and to sign contracts etc. as we already had signed the notary deed to buy Færies, getting the sanctuary going,
the land. The stewards are responsible to the membership circle which will to feel the inspiration of them all,
be held at least once a year. Everything we decided had been decided in full the tremendous energy which was
consensus of all attending in the long circle we had, meaning that every Færie visible from the beginning, the love
that yes to whatever had to bee decided. Every subject was open to everybody. and good will of all of us and the
trust for each other. Without trust
From the beginning it was planned to move as much and as soon as possible it would not have been possible at
of the decision making from the administrative council to the stewardship all. I have had wonderful times on
circle. But having the membership circle almost at the end of the Terschelling the land since the beginning and I
gathering it was not until the opening gathering in September last year am looking so much forward for the
that the stewardship circle has been installed and started to work. It will times to come after the long winter
need a big effort of each individual steward to really get it going this year. we had this year and see spring
starting again on our sanctuary, to
Until the first steward ship circle in September the only legally operating celebrate and come together again.
structure of the association was the administrative council consisting of
Beebalm, Blanche du Bois de la Folleterre and me. We tried to do our best to Eilendes Wasser, go-hau@t-online.de
get things organized as democratic as possible and make everything as open
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FolleTerre Winter
Winter report from Hyène (de Paris)

hyene.__@__.com wrote:
And my more practical notes for future
Winter Gatherings at Folleterre:
Road To The House:
- The road is not normally plowed all the
way to the Sanctuary.
Bernard says we should telephone the
Mayor of Ternuay and ask to have the
road plowed all the way to the Land while
we are there during the winter.
- Snow chains are necessary for most
vehicles to get up the hill.
- Parking for several vehicles would be
a problem.
Since we canʼt drive onto the Land in
the snow, we would have to park along
the road.
We couldnʼt block the road, but parking
on the side of the road risks
Getting stuck. A better solution might be
to find a place at the bottom of the hill for
everyone to park and just use one vehicle
(maybe a 4x4) for taking people up and
down the hill.
Outside:
- The main source keeps running at about
the same rate as the summer.
The other streams all running pretty
fast, as well.
- However, the water pipe to the kitchen
freezes.
Iʼm not sure if it was left fully open after
LumberJanes or if this would even help.
- The front door expands in the moisture
and is hard to open/close.
Iʼm not sure what a good solution for
this would be, but to keep forcing the
door open could damage it.
- Thereʼs no direct sun on the House
during the winter. You have to hike up to
the Upper Meadow (the Faerie Prairie) to
get any direct sun.

- Hiking through the snow all the way to the Pee Spot during the winter isnʼt pleasant,
particularly during the night. Some sort of alternative arrangement should be made
for peeing. Perhaps even a few bottles somewhere indoors that get emptied each day.
Kitchen:
- The cooking stove is enough to heat the kitchen,
But it still takes at least a day for the walls to get warm enough to
Retain the heat.
- Much of the wood in the woodshed is too big to fit into the opening of the cooking
stove. Or itʼs so small that it burns too quickly. And in winter we burn a lot of wood.
LumberJanes should make sure that
Thereʼs a good supply of wood the right size for the cooking stove, not just outdoor
firewood.
- Even in winter, the mice are still quite active. Maybe even more active. (Also please,
please, please be careful with large containers at the Sanctuary. Many things, like
garbage bins, are easy for mice to get into, but not to get back out. So they end up
dying long, nasty deaths and then stinking up the House. Iʼve personally buried over
20 dead mice Iʼve found trapped in various containers around the House.
Think about turning empty containers upside down or making sure the lids are
securely fastened. Dead mice are icky.)
- Weʼve got a lot of food at the Sanctuary already. Perhaps someone could make a list
of whatʼs already there so that we donʼt keep buying the same things. Salon
- The coal stove works, but doesnʼt seem to heat more than itself. Leaving it lit for
several hours didnʼt noticably change the temperature of the Salon. We might need to
replace it with another stove. Perhaps the stove that DeeTale has for sale. Getting heat
in other rooms is very important - we canʼt have an entire Gathering in the kitchen...
- One of the windowpanes in the small window in the closet is missing, making this
room even harder to keep warm. I forgot to measure the size of the opening, but itʼs
about 70cm by 40 cm.
We can probably find a replacement in town somewhere.
- Beware of storing water-based art supplies in this room - everything freezes.
Cow Run
- The cow run is now over half full with furniture that will need to be distributed
around the House. There are at least four more metal cabinets. Perhaps these could
be used to store the blankets, pillows, clothes, and other stuff that is currently in a big
pile on the floor in the Pink Bedroom upstairs. We should also think carefully about
having even more furniture delivered to the Sanctuary - the House is starting to get
full already...
Pink Bedroom Upstairs
- The stove seems to work, but thereʼs a problem with the connection to the chimney.
Instead of the smoke going up the chimney it just goes out into the room. We should
look at this connection, as well as making sure that the chimney is clear. Even though
the Pink Bedroom is right above the kitchen (and thereʼs even a whole in the kitchen

ceiling that connects to the bedroom), the
Pink Bedroom doesnʼt noticably get any
heat from the kitchen. And again,
Getting heat in other rooms aside from
the kitchen is extremely important for a
Winter Gathering...
- Thereʼs a huge pile of bedding,
clothing, musical instruments, and other
stuff taking up about half of this room.
We should find a better place for it all.
Then perhaps the air mattress that is
currently in the Salon could be moved
back here for more pleasant sleeping.
- Also, all of the blankets and towels
and such should be taken into town
in the Spring and washed/dried at a
laundromat. They are starting to smell
bad...
Hay Loft Upstairs
- The hayloft is completely dark even
during the day, as the skylights are
covered by snow.
Heaven (the attic)
- The massage mats all feel damp. We
noticed this problem when they were
down in one of the upstairs bedrooms,
but moving them up to Heaven didnʼt
help. The moisture isnʼt coming from the
floor, as all the mats are equally damp.
Iʼm not sure what the solution would be
for this. But the mats will all need to be
aired out and dried in the Spring.
And, in general, Iʼll just note the need to
plan Stuff To Do during winter gatherings.
Many of our normal activities, like hiking
in the woods or working on the house or
laying around naked in the sun, arenʼt
feasible during the winter when we are
limited to just one or two habitable rooms
in the House...
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Reflections by Eilendes Wasser von Rheingold

FolleTerre
Reflexions

Folleterre: A new dimension of joy?
When the first Færie gathering in Europe took place many years
ago… what was it that fascinated me most? What convinced me to return to
the Færies?
It was the playfulness, the easiness, the free spirits and most of all the
joy I felt being there (being) together with other Færies. Returning home from
the gathering I felt like levitated above the ground, feeling light and whole. It
was only after several days when (the so called) reality of everyday life caught
me again. And this happened over and over again, only slightly changing after
years of gatherings. How I wished that the state of lightness building up during
a gathering would persist, how I wished.
I learned that I would have to change myself and my world to make that
happen, to find my sanctuary within. The Færies and their gatherings were a
vessel I did gratefully use to find a path to my sanctuary, to my temple. The
voyage goes on.
But it is not only about me as an individual. I feel, the essential quality of
my spiritual path is being on this quest in a loving companionship of the
brotherhood of Færies creating with them a save place to grow as an individual
and as a whole. Being part of the Færie movement is an integral part of my
spiritual path as an individual.
From the beginning of the Færie movement on this [European] continent,
I shared the feeling with many fellow Færies, that the quality of this
companionship would gain in depth and strength if we would have our
own place, a place we could come, gather and connect wherever and more
important however we want, a permanent Færie playground. We wanted a
place of natural beauty to bring about the beauty in us. And I am sure on
Folleterre we have found a place with such potential.
Having a place of our own creates not only new possibilities but at once
responsibilities, we never had to stand up for before. It makes a big difference
to come together at times or creating a home for us. It is causing a significant
change of the quality of our fellowship.
Having found Folleterre at once I learned my lesson. I came to our first

gathering on Folleterre full of ideas and questions about how to improve the
sanitary conditions of the house, how to maintain the water supply, what kind
of electric energy supply we should install etc. etc. etc. All these were spinning
in my head and I wanted to get it done fast. So we went to work, we started a
circle about whether and how to use electric energy in the house one day and
came to some conclusions but did not quite finish the discussion so because
seemingly time was to pressing we called another circle for the next day with
more and other Færies attending and everything was discussed all over again
and after we came to the conclusion to install a solar system of some kind after
a very lengthy and difficult discussion the day before some Færie now simply
questioned, whether we need electricity at all in our sanctuary. At full speed
my ʻbusiness-egoʼ to get things done effectively and of course not wasting
any minute I felt in that very moment like somebody had erected a concrete
wall just in front of my nose I could not avoid bumping into anymore with full
speed. I got such a feeling of frustration which resounded in my whole body,
I never experienced before. I got pale, my blood pressure rose and fell, my
heart was bumping and I felt like shit.
But it was a wonderful lesson. It took a while but it brought me back to my
senses, making me aware of my feelings of my ideas why I came to the
Færies in the first place. And at once I knew what it was. The feelings of joy,
of easiness, of playfulness, the grounding with nature and spiritual growth,
the love I felt being with the Færies and the respect for each other, that is
what brought me back to the Færies each time. I felt that only if we maintain
these qualities in building up Folleterre it will become a true sanctuary. Letʼs
take our time on that path, letʼs listen to each other as well as we can. It is not
important what we get done, it is more important how we get it done. If we
keep this in mind, I am sure meeting the new responsibilities of building up
our home on Folleterre together, taking many little and big steps on that path
together will be a new dimension of joy in deed.
One day at the gathering on Folleterre in September I got up early on a bright
sunny morning, stepped out of my tent and made a walk through the beautiful
forest of Folleterre visited the meditation rock and up to Blueberry Hill. It was
then, that I felt my heart full of joy. It was a wonderful and rare feeling and
it just came without me doing anything… I will keep it as a precious memory
in my heart.
Eilendes Wasser/T-T go-hau@t-online.de
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FolleTerre

Færie–Tile Project proposal by Cocopierre

Cocopierre proposes: The Folleterre Færie-Tile Project:
Folleterre will need to have various
waterproof & fire-safe
Zones (such as the kitchen, bath,
altar-candle-SAFE areas etc.)
Cocopierre Proposes that all visiting
Færies bring ceramic tiles from their
hometowns. Please bring several tiles EACH and every
time you visit FolleTerre
from the country, city, village you are
from or have visited. These tiles will
express visually and symbolically the
beauty of our diverse Færie communities and contribute to the cost, safety
and maintenance of such future areas
in the house .
Bring 1 tile -or- bring 10
tiles-or- bring 50 tiles! We
will need many tiles.
Tiles you Bring should be:
•Unbroken ceramic tiles,
•Glazed and already fired,
•New or old (clean)
•Pattern or plain or any color
•Factory or handmade
•Large or small,
•Square or rectangular.
Write your færie name and
hometown or tile origin on the
back of your favorite tile
contributions. A special storage collection area will be determined by
organizing Færies. Tiles will be
installed when we have
collected enough and
determine with wisdom
and artistic guidance their
most practical and visually
effective locations.
I would also like to encourage Færie
tile making workshops in Amsterdam
or Berlin (Does anyone own a KilnOven?).
HeyheyWickyMarsIam (Burnalotta)
(our Shönheitsberatorin) has already
begin a Schattenschnitt/shadow

FolleTerre
Færie-Tile
Project
silhouette wall portraits beautification project and this tile project will
remain in the same spirit of beauty
and diversity and add to the water
and fire safety of La Maison.
Questions? E-mail me at:
Cocopierre @ eurofaerie.de
*Subject=”Folleterre Tile Project”
,xxx Kisses & Hisses, Cocopierre

PSQuestion: Does anyone in Europe
know a place that transfers fotos
onto ceramic tiles?- (Like we often
see on coffee cups at photocopy
stores) Foto-Tiles with our Fæ
faces (& Butts), Terschelling, Albstedt,
Lunterin, Featherstone etc.would add
ʻHISTORYʼ
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Planet Earth Polytxxx ! By Clara Soft

Is it good for Gaia?
Some thoughts about
sustainability

Is it good for Gaia?
Sustainability is as fashionable a concept as it is a difficult one, because it can be defined by many different parameters and
underlying concepts. As one of todayʼs most pressing problems of the globe (or of Gaia, the living planet, if you will) is the greenhouse effect, let us reflect
on the problem of sustainability in terms of the CO2 emissions that each of us produces when participating in what one might call the western lifestyle.
In Germany, it is a per capita amount of 10 tons each year. US-citizens spent roughly the double, 20 tons, whereas countries like India only contribute about 1
ton a year. This 1 ton has been calculated as more or less acceptable over a longer period of time, it would therefore be sustainable.
Now, what can we do to reduce the amount of 10 times more CO2 then the sustainable amount that is spent in Europe? Usually, people would think of switching
off the light when they leave a room, or even better of exchanging their light-bulbs for energy-saving ones. It is true that you can save some money doing so, but
unfortunately, you canʼt save much CO2 , because illuminating our homes only accounts for about 1% of the total domestic CO2 emissions. Heating (or, in parts
of the USA, air conditioning), on the other hand, accounts for up to 80%. So, keep on the light, but turn off the heat or save it otherwise, and Gaiaʼs happier.
Next thing we can really make a difference is whenever we travel. To go a 100 km, a person produces 5 kg of CO2 sitting in a train, 12 driving in a car and 23
kg flying in a plane. So, flying is 4 times as bad as traveling by train – or, is it? The problem is, we donʼt usually travel as far as 10.000 km a day by train. In
fact, the average car holder drives them in a year. All in all, one single voyage between Europe and the USA produces as much CO2 as 40 trips by train going
from Berlin to, say, Paris, who have some 1000 km in between them.
The same rules apply not only for our own asses, but for anything else that travels. Take food for example. It may make perfect sense to us to eat some biograpes from South Africa or to have tofu from Japan. But in terms of sustainability, its pretty devastating.
At Folleterre, sustainable heating might be possible if wood would be used up to an amount that re-grows each year, again taking in the spent CO2 and therefore
neutralizing it in something of a closed circle. And one should think of refunding anyone willing, but financially unable, to travel there by train or boat rather
then by plane or car, as that would be more efficient (economically and ecologically) in terms of CO2 –saving then, say, some expensive photo voltaic on the
roof. Incidentally, this Færie always dreamed of crossing the Atlantic Ocean on board of the Queen Mary II just in time to hop onto the Orient Express – if it
keeps Gaia healthy, thatʼs a sacrifice we all should happily make.

CYBER FÆRIE SPACE: Polytxxx !
Translation: Here two child defilers are hanged
Tehran — Their eyes are bandaged, the wrappedup hangmen put the ropes around their necks:
A few seconds later those two child defilers are
dead. The young men were sentenced to death
before an Iranian court, because they allegedly
kidnapped and raped a 13-year-old boy. BILD is
known for its bias to distort facts and smear
people. BILDblog.de, which is exclusively
dedicated to expose all the lies
of BILD, runs a story about the BILD coverage
of this incident. As far as facts are concerned:
the two teenagers have never been accused of
kidnapping. But of course, the real scandal is
BILDʼs thinly veiled sympathy for the courtʼs
decision to hang two “child defilers”. Meanwhile,
the gay online magazine queer.de has bestowed
its infamous “homo gherkin” award on BILD for
leaving behind all standards of accurateness and
cheering the execution of two minors

In the “west” there has been a history
of oppression as well as illustrated in
the medieval illustration above of the
burning of (homosexuals) “faggots”.
Aspects of western-style oppression
have remained in various ways and
reemerges with the rhetoric of the
Papecy of BenedictXVI (see next page)
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CYBER FÆRIE SPACE: Polytxxx !

Is there a Brokeback Mountain in Afghanistan?

HabbibiDingMeiMei of Thailand sent us these faces from a site he recommended: www.menofafghanistan.com

Efthimios in Paris writes: a
website sure to delight http:
//www.masturbatef
orpeace.com/

No Information

Homosexuality legal

Same-sex marriages
Same-sex unions
No same-sex unions

Homosexuality illegal

Minimal penalty
Large penalty
Life in prison
Death penalty
No info on penalty

Being a Phag is not the same all over the world-not only culturally- but LEGALLY and
the consequences vary immensely! The above map taken from Wikipedia.com
indicates various statistics that bring to question the political poverty of many “GayPride-Parades” in the “west” every summer. Gay rights even within the European
vision vary tremendously. We havenʼt yet googled it but, for Fæs considering becoming EuroFæs you may want to google “eurozone-direct” an organization that
consults individuals about working beyond their legal borders in Europe.

Source:Wikipedia

Europeʼs Autocracy under the papacy of
BenedictXVI has led some to seriously
consider trashing their “faith”. Is Faith irreconcilable with church/temple doctrines?

A well known (not neccessarily gay)ThaiKickboxer was forced to pay fines because he posed for the above calendar.
See(youʼll need to be a cyber wiz to
figure out how to access the pics-Thanks
to the Thailand Fæ who opened them
for me): www.queerday.com/
2005/aug/05/gay_magazine_photos_of_sirimongkol_singwancha_bring_
sentencing.html#more

Some of us Fæs love Football (=Soccer)
because the guys are HOT! Gay players
such as HeinzBonn (DE) and Justin
Fashanu (UK) came out. Bonn was killed
by an escort. Fashanu committed suicide.
Why do Gay Pride-parades ignore this?
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ƒÆ–CYBER SPACE: Comparative Ritual

BRAVO! To our activist Sisters in the UK!
FINALLY some Strong (and still fun)
Safer Sex campaigns that actually
have CONTENT!
What a wonderful mix of “PC”,
Directness, Sexiness and good old
Educational VALUE!
The British educational campaigns
are
1-Very Sexy2-Politically very correct
3-Very smart with Much information
4-Appealing for young people but
also probably for us older Fæs too
5-Include white/asian/black etc
which makes everyone involved
6- They promote CIVIL and PERSONAL
responsibility
7-Are very sex-positive in attitude
8-Very DIREKT !
In my opinion we could use the same
thing here in Germany and in France
and in the USA where there is a
delusional policy of abstinence or individual liberties. And while I am on
the subject the Vatican could also use
some of these Publicity spots!
Go to
www.Metromate.org.uk
where they have a large Link page
and also to www.gmfa.org.uk
for the safer-sex ad-campaigns.
And
below
go
to
www.chapsOnLine.org.uk

Download the above illustrated FREE
informational PDF brochure from
w w w. c h a p s O n L i n e . o r g . u k
and click on the Exposed#8 pdf Free
Download. Read it and send it to friends
by Post or by email. Translate it to French/
Dutch/ Spanish/German etc or whatever
your friends speak and read.
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ƒÆ–CYBER SPACE: Comparative “Slash” Literature

I am not a fan of Mr.Potter nor do I
find any sexual thrill from anyone
below the age of 25! The success of
that and other texts is admirable in
an age where literacy was questioned
because of the scourge of the internet.
But recently ʻAttitudeʼ magazine from
the UK presented a very interesting
story on “SLASH” literature which in
fact points to a heightened literacy in
this age of the internet and e-mails
and online publishing. SLASH Texts
are created by the amateur fans
of various popular films, comics,
Mangas etc with a decidedly “ADULT”
(sometimes mildly arousing in the
spirit of Barbara Cartlandʼs epic
oeuvre) emphasis to them as well
as creating contexts that “QUEER”
the well known characters- not
necessarily JUST for us phags but
also for those Hetero women (and
men) who take a certain pleasure
about male+male sexual fantasies.
The following is an example of
this “SLASH” fan-literature from which many of MpZʼs Færie readers may
recognize certain characters. For more texts just google “SLASH” and various
other determinants. xx CCP
Fly
Down
Long
Fields
to
Me
Being Captain of the Quidditch team meant certain things.
The rules were generally unspoken, except in locker rooms listening to
stories from the team Captains before. They were things that Oliver didnʼt
pay much attention to, but knew quite well they were there. Not losing points
when he got to class late. Girls willing to help him with schoolwork, and
Prefects looking the other way when he returned to the dorm after hours.
Oliver tried hard not to take advantage -- he kept his focus on the
game, knowing that Quidditch mattered a great deal more than any
hero-worship the other students might give him. But it was
undeniable that being Team Captain meant he got almost anything
he wanted, and a great deal he didnʼt really care if he got or not.
Which was why it was proving to be so incredibly
frustrating to want something he didnʼt seem able to get.
Oliver tried not to watch Percy when they were in their room. Much
too obvious, and if Percy decided to say no -- they still had to live
together for two more school years. It was possible they could change
rooms, but it would involve explaining to Professor McGonagall why.
He also tried not to watch him too much in the common room. Too many
other eyes watching, seeing what might be captivating his attention. So he
kept his talk on Quidditch and classes, and hung around the other members
of the team instead of shadowing Percy as he might have preferred.
In the library, when they were supposed to be studying, Oliver usually had a
girl beside him. Rude, and too obvious, to look at someone else when the girl
-- whoever sheʼd be -- would be jealous enough to notice and spread gossip.
Of course any time they had a game, or practise, Oliver was generally too
focused on Quidditch to look at Percy. Heʼd sometimes catch a sidelong glance,
seeing how Percy watched their playing as keenly as the other students.
Oliver sometimes tried to do something particularly spectacular during
the game so he could go up to Percy and ask him «Did you see...?»
Mostly, however, Oliver watched Percy in class. In four of their classes,
heʼd managed to get a seat behind and beside Percyʼs own, so he
could look over without being noticed. And as he watched, he waited
for a chance to say something that, this time, might make Percy
noticed how badly Oliver wanted him to see what Oliver wanted.
It never seemed to work, but Oliver persevered. He also tried
other things, small, casual-seeming gifts and happening to be
in the right place at the right time to strike up a conversation.
In the years Oliver had known Percy, heʼd got some good ideas what
Percy liked. Heʼd tried one after another, but every time heʼd failed
to get more than Percyʼs momentary attention. Heʼd borrowed books
heʼd thought Percy would like; heʼd bought an expensive enchanted tea
which helped you retain the things you read and given it to Percy on his
birthday; heʼd followed Wizard politics almost as avidly as he followed
the professional Quidditch standings, so he could have a conversation
which lasted longer than ‹Hullo, Percy› ‹See you later, then, Oliver.›
He thought about giving up. There were half a dozen others ready and
willing to date him, girls if he wanted to be obvious about it and boys
if he wanted to sneak around in private. But none of them were Percy.

Oliver couldnʼt have stopped trying,
even if heʼd wanted to. The more
he couldnʼt get him, the more
he wanted him, and the more he
wanted him, the more he had to try.
It was starting to effect his game.
The previous Saturday, heʼd missed
a perfectly simple play, muffed it
and had to depend on a spectacular
play by George and Fred to bail the
team out. Gryffindor had won, but
Oliver knew that he was still at fault.
He lay in his bed the following Friday
night, and tried not to think about the
practise the next day. Heʼd already
decided to get up an hour early and
head out to the field to run through
drills. But tonight -- tonight he was
lying in his bed, all the lights off,
and he could see by the moonlight
that Percy was sound asleep.
It wouldnʼt take much at all to
tip-toe over and kiss him. Oliver
hated thinking those sorts of things
-- he could never seem to stop, and then heʼd have to sneak off into the
bathroom to relieve himself of the results. Some boys, Oliver knew, simply
jerked off in their beds. You always just pretended you couldnʼt hear.
But Oliver had a distressingly embarrassing habit of never being able to
keep silent. Heʼd bite his lip and muffle his face with his hand or the pillow,
but every time heʼd hear the beginnings of a name right before he came.
Right now Percy was lying still, face half-turned towards the window. Oliver could
see him clearly, and could hear that the other boys were sound asleep. He knew he
ought fall asleep soon, himself, or his plan to get up early would come to nothing.
It would be so easy to slip out of bed. Go over and crouch down, touch
Percyʼs arm. Wake him carefully, silently, and ask him. Whisper a
simple question, or just lean over and kiss him and let Percy know how
Oliver felt Oliverʼs heart was pounding. It would be so easy -- too easy, and
Oliver was seized with the fear that he might just do it. He kicked the blankets
off his bed and leapt up, landing as quietly as he could on the cold wooden
floor. He nearly ran to the bathroom and pushed the door closed behind him.
Being Captain of the Quidditch Team meant that things were
easy. Everyone wanted to be near you. They gave you breaks,
and gifts, and attention, and watched your every move.
It should have been so easy. Oliver slid to sit on the floor, ignoring
the touch of cold tile through his sleep pants. He was given
everything he could ever want, except the one thing he wanted.
He thought about Percy, and closed his eyes. This part was easy. His body
knew these thoughts, knew the way the touch of his own hand would
weave together with the look on Percyʼs face when Oliver imagined him
saying yes. His hand easily became Percyʼs, and with his eyes closed
he knew that Percy would lean over him, his own clothes falling open,
and the touch of his lips on Oliverʼs mouth would be dry, and hesitant.
Oliver would have to open his mouth to encourage him, flick his tongue out
to tease at Percyʼs lips. It would embolden Percy, and his hand would grip
Oliverʼs cock with more surety. Heʼd begin to stroke Oliver, up and down
in a rhythm that Oliver had memorized. Oliver felt penned in by where
Percyʼs body would be, and his legs would fall open and, trapped against
the wall, heʼd do nothing to try to get away. Let Percy touch him, kiss him
as much as he wanted, and heʼd sit there and encourage him to do more.
Oliverʼs hand moved faster, as Percyʼs would, and Oliver began panting. Percy
would notice, and lean in to kiss him hard. For a moment their kiss would be
more important than Oliverʼs cock in Percyʼs hand, and they would open their
mouths and their tongues would slide over each otherʼs. Then Percy would
press his mouth even harder against Oliverʼs own, and his grip would tighten.
Unable to stop it, Oliver would cry out. Heʼd gasp, then as Percy continued,
he would start to come. His hips would shove forward, upwards into
Percyʼs hand, and Oliver would feel himself coming, almost there,
and a moment later he would hear himself crying out Percyʼs name.
Oliver sat there for several minutes before he cleaned himself up. He
got to his feet, steady and somewhat calm, and returned to his room.
The other boys were still asleep. Oliver went to his bed and laid down.
And found a folded piece of paper on his pillow. He unfolded
it, and held it up so the moonlight would illuminate the paper.
«
Y
e
s
.
»
Oliver looked over at Percyʼs bed, and found Percy looking back at him.

“...Then Percy would press his
mouth even harder against
Oliverʼs own, and his grip would
tighten...”
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CYBER FÆRIE SPACE: Comparative Færie Definitions

I am always looking online to see the
evolving definitions of Radical Færies
as time moves on. Wikipedia ,an open
source and relatively democratic online
resource presents the following:

buildings where Faeries have come
together to live a communal life - now
exist in North America, Europe, and
Australia.

Radical
Faeries
/From
Wikipedia,
the
free
encyclopedia
The Radical Faerie community
developed in America among Gay men
during the 1970ʼs sexual revolution.
Radical Faerie communities generally
are inspired by aboriginal and native,
traditional spiritualities, especially
those that incorporate queer gender.
The Radical Faeries use heart circle,
communal living, consensus decisionmaking, dance, drag, pagan ritual,
drumming, sex, magic, and intimacy to
examine what it means to be a whole
human who is also queer person. In the
beginning, the movement was open
exclusively to Gay men. Some Radical
Faerie communities are now open to all
genders. Radical Faerie communities
practice queer-themed spirituality
associated with radical politics, paganism
or neopaganism, feminism, gender
liberation, and may encompass any and
all religions or a lack of them. Harry Hay
and Mitch Walker, veterans of various
phases of Gay Liberation, issued the
call to a «Spiritual Gathering of Radical
Faeries.» Those who heard the Two-Spirit
Call showed up. Hay introduced the idea
of spirituality into gay liberation, a
galvanic shock to the soul of Gay politics.
Radical Faeries recognize the isolation
and disconnectedness Gay men grow up
with, as a spiritual wound needing
spiritual healing. Hay›s genius, and
that of the co-creators of the Radical
Faerie movement, was to make this
spiritual healing possible, real, and
powerfully effective. Some Radical
Faeries ask what kind of society emerges
if Queerfolk are together
by themselves, set apart in order to
investigate the inner voice in a
completely Gay culture. Such seeking led
to Faerie Gatherings lasting a week or
more where new and spontaneous ways
of relating could emerge. No Radical
Faerie dogma or doctrine
exists per se. The identity of
Radical Faerie is never conferred upon
a person. The individual claims his
Radical Faerie nature in an on-going act
of self-discovery and self-actualization. It
can be as challenging to define
“Radical Faerie” as it is to define
“Human Being,” as ultimately those
aspects of life that hold meaning are
experienced, rarely to be mediated
effectively through description. In keeping
with the hippie, neopagan, ecology, and
even eco-feminist trends of the time,
gatherings were held out-of-doors in
natural settings. To this end, distinct
Radical Faerie communities
have created Sanctuaries in many
beautiful rural settings. Radical Faeries
hold that the Queer soul is linked with the
natural world, that Queerfolk are called
by the Good Goddess to be gatekeepers
to the spirit world. As a sign of this spirit

I would highly recommend that you
check for yourself the current Wikipedia
definition because the definitions are
organically evolving with the voices of
many faeries with online access. I do not
completely agree with all of the details
or nuances of the current definition
above (therefore I have highlighted
some words), perhaps because I feel it is
insufficiently neutral –BUT– feel strongly
that it is important that it has been
written and trust that it will be refined
by the many faeries that will inform its
content. My (personal) favorite definition
still remains the text from “Constance
Craving” written some years ago and still
rings (to my ears) very true (I have placed
it below again for those of you who have
never read it- [also see RFD#123 pg.39
,Back issues may be oredered directly
from RFD see subscription form in this
pdf for all contact info ]-Its fuller version
may be found online if you google it). I
would add that any of our faerie sisters
whose Muttersprache (mother-tongue) is
German or French or Dutch among various
others please go to www.wikipedia.com
and make certain that there exists a
text in your respective main language.
Though the euroFæries use English as
our LinguaFranca we also celebrate and
encourage the use of various languages
to express our histories. – CCP
The Faeries are both gay
men, and men who prefer to use any
other moniker that might describe them,
as well as women who wish to be a part of
the group, and people who choose not to
be called men or women and beings who
choose not to be called people. Faeries
are organized as a group attempting
to create community out of ritual and
cooperation, except for faeries who are
attempting to create community out of
subversion of process and structure, as
well as some faeries who wish to create
chaos, often celebrating it, often not
admitting it. Many faeries are spiritual,
lifting whole or part of their spirituality
from any one of the world›s religions or
spiritualities. Some make up their own.
Some make a mix. Some react against
spirituality and religion as it›s own evil,
some find a spiritual path in reacting
against spirituality. Some Faeries just
want to dress up in drag and perform in
the woods, some want to dress up and not
perform, some faeries want to dress up
anywhere they can, some faeries don›t
dress particularly different than they
would in any other environment. Some
faeries combine their spirituality with
sex, some don›t, some are part of the
faeries just to get laid. Some resent that.
some just want to drum by a campfire,
and some want to camp far away from
the drumming and get some sleep. This
is what faeries are, except for faeries for
which none of this applies. -- Constance
Craving

This wikipedia definition page was last
modified 23:48, 20 February 2006

connection, many Radical Faeries take
a ritual name, known as a Faerie
Name. This tradition is inspired by
the Native American “Medicine Name”
tradition, where a shaman gives
spiritually significant individuals a
Medicine name. In the Native American
traditions, a shaman always bestowed
Medicine Names upon initiates; one
does not choose it. The Faerie Name
tradition is similar, however, Radical
Faeries frequently choose their
own Faerie Names. The concept
of Queer people as a nation apart
drove Hay›s thinking from early on. The
African American liberation movement
provided models of how to think about
society›s subgroups. Radical Faeries
ask: Who are Queer people? What are
we for? Faeries see «Queer space»
as a kind of magical spiritual arena
of possibility, in which consciousness
and events develop in a fundamentally
different and authentic fashion. Faerie
gatherings are a space «between the
worlds.» Generally, Radical Faeries
celebrate the 8 pagan holidays of
the year [Samhain (Halloween), Yule
(Winter Solstice), Imbolc (Candlemas),
Ostara (Vernal Equinox), Beltane
(May Day), Litha (Summer Solstice),
Lughnasadh
(Lammas),
Mabon
(Autumnal Equinox)]. Gatherings are
frequently held in connection with
these holidays. A ritual at gathering is
likely to include candles, fires, prayers,
chanting, dancing, streamers, bedizened
drag queens, ritual music, mud pits,
sweat lodges, fire dances, drumming,
running through the woods naked, Sufi
twirling, and spiral dancing. Nudity

at ritual is common. And as always,
Radical Faeries take inspiration
from Aboriginal America. As Chief Seattle
of the Duwamish tribe stated: “Your
religion was written on tablets of stone
by the iron finger of an angry god, lest
you might forget it. The red man could
never remember or comprehend it.
Our religion is the traditions of our
ancestors, the dreams of our old
men given by the Great Spirit, and the
visions of our sachems; it is written in the
hearts of our people.» Heart Circle
is a central tool of the Radical
Faerie way of life, and arose from the
ideal of consensus, as developed in
democratic and feminist thinking. Heart
Circle is informed by a theoretical
opposition to hierarchy, drawn from
feminism, from radical politics, and
from Hay›s idea of «Subject-Subject
Consciousness.» It includes aspects of
various therapy, human-potential, and
consciousness-raising groups. Each day
at gatherings this group process forms
for discussion, emotional processing,
and emotional healing. Heart Circle is a
place to share thoughts and feelings, to
heal, to make decisions, and to develop
a deeper understanding of what
it means to be a Queer person. It can
also be a place of confrontation,
of unflinching examination of our
deepest beliefs, understandings, and
faults. Disagreement – rooted in the
“contrarian” tradition of some Plains
Indian Tribes - is a Radical Faerie first
principle. Informality, acceptance, and
flamboyance of dress (and undress)
are the norm at gatherings, which
are held across the world. Radical
Faerie sanctuaries - rural land or urban
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Hyène de Paris

Butt Page interview

Buttpage Interview

interviewed
by
Notre
Dames
des
Arbres

Eurofaerie-Porno Artisanal
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Buttpage Interview Hyène by Notre Dame des Arbres

ANSWER (Hyène): I consider
it my mission in life to teach
the French how to accessorize
properly. And pearls never go
out of fashion.

o
t
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e
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QUESTION
(NotreDame des Arbres):
Have you ever hung a necklace
around the neck of a cute French
guy, perhaps of the pearl variety?

A

ANSWER (Hyène):
Well, there might have been a boy
on weekend leave from his military
service involved, but I donʼt want
to get anyone in trouble by
saying more. We were in sight of
lʼEcole Militaire, remember...

m
a
D e

QUESTION
(Notre Dame des Arbres):
I know you a little, Hyene, and the
readers may not- do you wince
at the phrase «American in
Paris» and are you now much
more a Parisian than an American
expat?
ANSWER (Hyène): I hate the
term «Expat.»!
Expats to me are people who
dabble in living abroad. People
who only live in Paris so that they
have something interesting to
say about themselves at cocktail
parties when they go back home.
And home always means the U.S.
for them, no matter how long they
live here. Iʼm not an expat,
Iʼm an immigrant! Europe
is my home now.
A few generations ago, my
grandparents moved from
Europe to America in
order to get away from the wars
and create a better life for their
children. Now Iʼm doing the
same thing, but in the opposite
direction. Perhaps someday MY
grandchildren will also have the
experience of fleeing fascism
and arriving in a foreign land with
nothing but a suitcase and a phrase
book and the family tradition
will continue...

one of the girls in my Wiccan coven had a
roommate who was gay. And one day I saw
a photo of him hanging in his bedroom. He
was standing in the forest, with his full beard
and hairy chest. But he was wearing lavender
opera gloves, a string of pearls, and a purple
tutu. And he was surrounded by several other
men in similar outfits. It was such a magical
image that I had to ask him about it. And he
explained to me that they were all Faeries. I
knew immediately that I had to be part of this!
Through the past 18 years Iʼve been part of the
Faeries in my own anarchic way, sometimes
more involved, sometimes not so much. Just as
the Faeries in the cities where I have lived have
been more active sometimes and not active at
all other times. One of the things I love about
the Eurofaeries is that we arenʼt just one group
in one city, we come from many cities and
countries. Which gives us more diversity, but

s d es

QUESTION
(NotreDame des Arbres):
Were you having sex «on your
own» on that bench, in that 3rd
floor bathroom [see inset photo on
Next page], or were there aspects
of entente cordiale?

and the rest of France?
ANSWER (Hyène): The rest of France? Youʼve lost me
there...
QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres): When still an
American, you started your transformation into who you
are now , by becoming a Færie, I guess. Tell us about thatwhen, where and how it was for you?

ANSWER (Hyène): I first discovered the Faeries back
in 1988. I had been exploring various forms of Paganism and
QUESTION
Wicca and everything about it felt right except for the heavy
(Notre Dame des Arbres): heterosexual symbology. Everything seemed based around the
Tell us, if you do consider yourself a divine relationship between the Goddess and the God. Where
Parisian, what is it about the fabled did the Queerboy fit into this cosmology? But
mutual loathing between Paris

“This is
what a
38 year
old
Faerie
looks
like”

also gives us more stability, I think.
QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres):
Also the dwelling at the exciting new Færie
Mountain Sanctuary at Folleterre,
Dept. Haut-Saone in the Vosges Mountain
foothills of which you are a Steward
seems to me a typical local working rural home
with an integral cow run and huge hay-loft, all
under the same roof. What opportunities
can you perceive it offers to us with your
architectʼs eye and Færie experience?
ANSWER (Hyène): What I love about
the house at Folleterre is that it is such a
blank slate. Thereʼs no bathroom yet, no
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real kitchen, none of the spaces
are already committed to a certain
function. So we have the freedom
to do whatever we want to
make it our own unique Færie
space. I also love the mix of
spaces in the House. Some rooms are
small and cozy, some rooms
are huge and open. Some are sunny
and warm, some are dark and cool.
So I think we can accommodate all of
our Færie needs without having to
make any major changes to the
building itself. And I really love the
idea of designing for Faeries. What
does Færie architecture look like?
Itʼs completely up to us to
define what Færie Style is...
QUESTION (Notre Dame des
Arbres): «18 years a Færie»..
hmmm! Hyene, just a totally
hypothetical question here,
but if I were to ask you how old
you were, what kind of answer might
I expect?»
ANSWER (Hyène): I was 20 years
old when I first joined the Faeries.
Thus, Iʼm 38 years old right
now. I never lie about my age.
All too often in our societies we only
see images of youth. We donʼt see
many images of older men. When I was
younger, I had a hard time imagining
what I would be like when I got older
because I saw so few examples
of older men around me (at least not
those who would admit their age). So
now I want everyone to know - this
is what a 38 year old man
looks like. And, since I think we
gay boys age differently than our
hetero brothers, this is what a
38 year old Færie looks
like.
QUESTION (Notre Dame des
Arbres): As a discipline, where do
you see architecture in relation to
other arts and expressions of creativity
around functionality?
ANSWER (Hyène): Architecture, for
me, is the perfect blend of visual art
and physical science and psychology,
three of my main interests in life. A
space has to be aesthetically pleasing,
it has to be structurally sound, and it
has to be functional for the people
using it. For many years, I tried to be
happy just being an artist or just being
a scientist or just studying psychology.
But I always missed the other aspects.
In architecture, I discovered a way
to combine my artistic side with my
rational side with my interest in
how people think and react to their
surroundings. Thus, architecture is
more than just an interest or a job
for me, itʼs one of my main passions
in life.
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“This is what a 38 year old Man looks like” –
Hyene

QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres): Do you have any
specific attachments to how things might evolve and
happen at the Færie Sanctuary, Folleterre, as in any
pet projects?
ANSWER (Hyène): Right now, Iʼm really into just
observing. I love watching how Faeries interact with
the House and the Land. What spaces are we naturally
drawn to? What spaces do we avoid? What do we
find that we need? What do we find that we can live
without? How do our needs change with the seasons
and with the size of the gatherings? What I really want
is for Folleterre to grow organically, as a reflexion of
the unique community of Faeries inhabiting it. I want
the projects that we do there to be in response to the
particular values and needs of the EuroFaeries.
QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres): You spent a turnof-year «hivernation» up there. What did that reveal to
you about the building and the land by way of insight
you had not felt before?
ANSWER (Hyène): I was mostly shocked by just how
different winter feels from summer. My heart is still
back in the canyons of Malibu, where itʼs always warm
and sunny. The only time I would ever see snow would
be when I went snowboarding up in the mountains for
an afternoon. So for me to spend a whole week in the
snow at Folleterre was quite a new experience. In the
summer, the Sanctuary seemed so big. In the winter,
when the habitable space was limited to just the
kitchen, it felt so small...

QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres):
You saw that picture of the man in the
dress etc- and realized you were also
a Færie all those years ago. Is there
anyone out there- maybe even in the
str8 (=straight) world who you feel is
a Færie without knowing it yet?
ANSWER (Hyène): Oh, I meet larval
Faeries all the time. Especially here in
France. So many people are searching
for their tribe, for Færie
Spirit, for a place where they have
permission to spread their beautiful
wings and really be their own
fabulous selves. I think we had it
easier on the west coast of the U.S.
because there are so many options for
free, individualistic expression there.
France feels much more conformist
and repressed. Which is why I think
itʼs even more important to have a
strong Færie alternative here.
QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres):
What is the question you most wanted
to be asked, and please delight the
readers with your answer.
ANSWER (Hyène): « Question: Can
I buy you a drink? Answer: Yes, a
Bombay Sapphire martini with a
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twist, please.»
QUESTION (Notre Dame des Arbres):
What is the question you were most
dreading or reluctant to face (and the
answer:-)?
ANSWER (Hyène): «Question: Exactly
how many times have you watched
the first «Charlieʼs Angels» movie,
reciting all the lines along with the
characters? Answer: No clue, but
we are waaaay into triple digits by
now...»
End of Interview . – Notre Dame des
Arbres
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